Brief Notes

October 10, 2014

OUR NAME IS CHANGING!
I hope this edition of Brief Notes finds you
well. The purpose of today's newsletter is to
announce our new name - Hudson Dynamic
Retirement.
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WE ARE A TEAM
For many of you who have been working with us for more
than 20 years, you know that our "doing business name"
has changed a few times. Most recently in 2006, from
Fusion Financial to Andrew Brief Retirement Strategies to
more accurately reflect our independence and specialized
focus on retirement planning. The motivation for today's
change is designed to simply highlight more of the team
approach we foster with our client relationships.
Many of you have commented that our level of service and
the attention to your personal goals and objectives
continues to improve over time. Although more advanced
technology has played a roll, the main reason clearly is the
quality and skill of our support staff with whom you are in

Andrew Brief, ChFC

We'd love to hear
your thoughts and
are looking forward
to your next review...
Feel free to forward
"Brief Notes" to a
firend using this
link:

direct contact - specifically, Christina and Rick.

NO WORRIES!
Our name change should in no way be a cause of concern.
I am not retiring! I am not sure I ever will. However, as the
experience and knowledge of our staff continues to growth,
our responsibilities will continue to be shared with the
ultimate goal of providing the best planning services
possible. We believe the new name better reflects this
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commitment. You will soon begin to see the new name pop
up on our emails, website and stationary. Please let me
know if you have any questions, and thank you for your
continued trust and support.

Best Wishes,
Andrew Brief, ChFC
Rick Nacius, CFP©
Christina Dziadzio
Hudson Dynamic Retirement.
The information contained herein was prepared by the undersigned for
informational purposes only and does not represent an official
statement of your account at the firm. Neither the information nor any
opinion expressed constitutes a solicitation of the purchase or sale of
any securities or commodities. The rices/summaries/quotes contained
herein have been obtained from sources which we believe to be
reliable but do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. We do not
provide tax or legal advice. Please consult your tax or legal advisor
for additional information.
Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through NFP
Advisor Services, LLC. (NFPAS), member FINRA/SIPC. Andrew Brief
Retirement Strategies, Inc. is a founding member of the Fusion
Advisor Network, a platform of NFPAS. Andrew Brief Retirement
Strategies, Inc. and NFPAS are not affiliated.

